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Abstract. Digital tomosynthesis is an innovative imaging technology for early breast cancer detection by pro-
viding three-dimensional anatomical information with fast image acquisition and low-dose radiation. Most of cur-
rent breast tomosynthesis systems utilize a design where a single x-ray tube moves along an arc above objects
over a certain angular range. The mechanical movement and patient motion during the scan may degrade image
quality. With a carbon nanotube–based multibeam x-ray source, a new breast tomosynthesis modality is inno-
vated, which will potentially produce better image quality with stationary beam sources and faster scan and it
enables a variety of beam distributions. In this study, several beam distributions, such as beam sources span-
ning along a one-dimensional (1-D) parallel configuration and sources over a two-dimensional (2-D) rectangle
shape are investigated based on computer simulations. Preliminary results show that 2-D rectangle shapes
outperform 1-D parallel shapes by providing better Z-resolution, enhanced image contrast, reduced out-of-
plane blur and artifacts and lower reconstruction noise. These benefits may expand tomosynthesis applications
to diagnostic and interventional procedures. © 2014 SPIE and IS&T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.23.1.013017]
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1 Introduction
Digital tomosynthesis1,2 is a three-dimensional (3-D) imag-
ing modality with low dose radiation. It is a form of limited
angle tomography that produces section images synthesized
from a series of acquired projection images as the x-ray tube
moves along a prescribed path. The typical total angular
range of breast tomosynthesis imaging is <50 deg, and
the number of projection images is limited to under 49
for a low dose radiation. Because the sampling is highly
incomplete, the depth resolution is limited. Therefore, tomo-
synthesis does not produce the isotropic spatial resolution
achievable with computed tomography (CT). However,
due to the usage of cone-beam x-ray and flat panel detector,
the resolution of a transversely reconstructed plane is often
superior to CT.1

Tomosynthes has been applied to a wide variety of
clinical applications over the years, which includes dental
imaging, angiography, and imaging of the chest, bones,
and breast. Digital breast tomosynthes (DBT)1–4 is a very
important application to improve early cancer detection.
Conventional x-ray mammography is a two-dimensional
(2-D) imaging modality, where overlapping tissue can
hide objects of interest. Compared to mammography, the
DBT can reduce the tissue superimposition and report accu-
rate locations of lesions by applying a comparable dose
level. Additionally, tomosynthesis system should support the
potentials to perform tomosynthesis-guided interventional
procedure5 due to the ability to uncover lesions, the quick

image acquisition, and the ease of use in conjunction with
conventional radiography.

A typical tomosynthesis system is composed of an image
acquisition system, image reconstruction, processing hard-
ware/software suits and display terminals. Figure 1 shows
a brief demonstration of a typical iso-centric DBTacquisition
system, in which x-ray source moves along an arc path. For
an optimal tomosynthesis imaging configuration, several fac-
tors must be optimized, such as scan time, scan angle, num-
ber of projections, spatial resolution, reconstructed slice
thickness, and dose distribution. In the literature,6 the effects
of these factors on the detection of microcalcifications in the
DBT were studied with 60 deg angular coverage in an arc
configuration. The literature7,8 did a similar job based on
objective image quality criterions. The literature9,10 esti-
mated the number of projections and their total angular
span to find the optimal configuration, which produces
the optimal performance according to a task model clinical
decision.

The limitations of current tomosynthesis systems include
a longer scanning time than a conventional digital x-ray
modality and a low spatial resolution. Both are resulted
from the limitations of the current x-ray tube technology
where a single x-ray tube is mounted on a rotating gantry
and moves along an arc above objects over a certain angular
range. Projection blur due to the source movement and
patient motion is a major factor degrading the spatial reso-
lution in image domain. For a continuous tube motion
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design, the higher the scanning speed, the larger the distance
the x-ray tube travels during a fixed exposure time and the
worse the x-ray focal spot blurs. In addition, longer time
scanning will increase the probability of patient motion.
The amount of blur which can be tolerated limits the scan-
ning speed and angular coverage.

To conquer the limitations, literatures11,12 proposed the
concept of stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (s-DBT)
using a carbon nanotube (CNT)–based x-ray source array.
Instead of mechanically moving a single x-ray tube, the
s-DBT applies a stationary x-ray source array, which gener-
ates x-ray radiation from different view angles by electroni-
cally activating the individual source prepositioned at the
corresponding view angle, therefore eliminating the focal
spot motion blurring from sources. The scanning speed is
determined only by the detector readout time and the number
of sources regardless of the angular coverage spans, such that
the blur from patient motion can be reduced due to the quick
scan. More importantly, the spatial-distributed multibeam
x-ray sources also enable potentials to improve image qual-
ities by wide varieties of flexible source distributions, which
are not limited to a one-dimensional (1-D) configuration
such as an arc or a parallel.

The purpose of this research is to investigate the potential
benefits of more flexible distributions of beam sources. For
this purpose, several spatial distributions, such as beam
sources spanning along a 1-D line and sources over a 2-D
plane parallel to the detector surface are studied with com-
puter simulations. Impulse signal and wire signal cross a
focus plane are simulated with these source distributions.
Noise simulation is also performed. The simulated tomosyn-
thesis datasets are reconstructed by maximum likelihood
with expectation maximization (ML-EM) method.
Resolution and noise properties are evaluated and compared
through image quality criterion and human vision.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Simulated Tomosynthesis Datasets with Spatially
Distributed Multibeam X-ray Tubes

In the s-DBT prototype,12 multiple x-ray beams are posi-
tioned along a straight line parallel to the detector surface.
The source is designed to have 25 x-ray beams spanning
a distance of 570 mm from end to end. The linear spacing

between the x-ray beams varies to provide an even 2 deg
angular coverage. Data source to object distance is kept
as 640 mm. In addition, a flat panel detector is used for im-
aging acquisition. With a 0.14-mm detector pitch, the total
projection size is 2048 × 1664. The literature13 studies the
effect of the key geometric factors on image quality with
the s-DBT system.

In our simulation, two types of beam distributions are
established. One is a 1-D parallel shape, which is similar
with the straight line parallel configuration presented in lit-
erature.12 The other is a 2-D rectangle shape. For each shape,
various density distributions of beam sources are presented.
To accelerate the simulations and reconstructions, we applied
a 512 × 512 detector array with the pitch of 0.56 mm by
rebinning the detector in the literature.12 A simplified geo-
metric configuration is applied as well. A slightly wider
source-spanning distance is used to provide a larger angular
coverage.

2.1.1 Beam sources with a uniform parallel shape

Figure 2 shows the brief profile for a tomosynthesis
system with a uniform parallel shape of beam sources
(UniformParal). UniformParal has 25 x-ray sources fixed on
the x-axis. The total angle approximately covers 50 deg.
Source to image distance (SID) is the vertical distance
from x-ray sources to the detector, which is 692.8 mm.
Beam sources in UniformParal are distributed uniformly
from −323.06 to 323.06 mm along the x-axis. Space between
two neighbors of x-ray tube is 26.9 mm. During each com-
plete scan, the x-ray tube will be activated from left to the
right one by one.

2.1.2 Beam sources with a nonuniform parallel
shape with dense center

Two kinds of tomosynthesis systems with nonuniform par-
allel are established. One is shown in Fig. 3. Compared to
Fig. 2, most of the parameters, including SID, total view
angle, number of x-ray sources, and the range of the source
span, are identical with those of UniformParal, however,
the space between each pair is not equal. The closer the
x-ray sources are assembled to the y-axis, the denser the
sources are distributed, which is called nonuniform parallel
shape distributed by dense center (ParalDC). Supposing the

Fig. 1 A demonstration of a typical digital breast tomosynthesis proto-
type system.

Fig. 2 The tomosynthesis system with a uniform parallel shape of
beam sources.
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smallest distance between two adjacent x-ray tubes is D, the
spaces between two neighboring x-ray sources will be 1.27D,
1.26D, 1.25D,1.24D, 1.23D,1.22D, 1.2D, D, D, D, D, D, D,
1.2D, 1.22D, 1.23D, 1.24D, 1.25D, 1.26D, 1.27D from left to
right. The value of D is 11.56 mm.

2.1.3 Beam sources with a nonuniform parallel
shape with sparse center

The other nonuniform distribution for the parallel shape is
shown in Fig. 4, which presents the parallel shape distributed
with sparse center (ParalSC). Source beams turn to be sparse
when they get closer to the y-axis. In the ParalSC configu-
ration, except for spaces between x-ray sources, other param-
eters are kept the same. Given the smallest distance between
two adjacent x-ray tubes is D, beam sources are placed with
the distances from left to right being D, D, D, 1.2D, 1.22D,
1.23D, 1.24D, 1.25D, 1.26D, 1.27D, 1.27D, 1.26D,1.25D,
1.24D, 1.23D,1.22D, 1.2D, D, D, D. During each complete
scan, the x-ray tube will be activated from left to the right one
by one.

2.1.4 Beam sources with a uniform rectangle

The 2-D rectangle shapes of multibeam sources are empha-
sized in the following discussions. In the configuration,

projection number, total angular coverage, and SID will
stay the same as those of the parallel shapes. Figure 5
presents the configuration of uniform rectangle shape
(UniformRec). Twenty four x-ray sources are fixed on
a rectangle path. The rectangle is centered at origin with
four vertexes being (−323.06,−323.06), (323.06, −323.06),
(323.06, 323.06), and (−323.06, 323.06). The spaces
between two neighbors of x-ray sources are uniform with
a fixed value of 107.69 mm. The 25th x-ray is located at
the origin. In a whole scan, the 24 x-ray sources will be trig-
gered and started from the vertex (−323.06, −323.06) one by
one, and the x-ray located at the origin will be activated
at last.

2.1.5 Beam sources with a nonuniform rectangle
shape with dense near axes

Two kinds of nonuniform-distributed rectangle shape of
beam sources are presented. Projection number, total angular
coverage, SID and the four vertexes of rectangle configura-
tions will stay unchanged to UnifromRec. But the density
distributions of tubes vary. Figure 6 shows nonuniform

Fig. 3 The tomosynthesis system with a nonuniform parallel shape of
beam sources distributed by dense center.

Fig. 4 The tomosynthesis system with a nonuniform parallel shape of
beam sources distributed by sparse center.

Fig. 5 The tomosynthesis system with a uniform rectangle shape of
beam sources.

Fig. 6 The tomosynthesis system with a nonuniform rectangle shape
of beam sources distributed by a dense near axis.
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rectangle shape distributed by dense near axis (RecDNA),
where density distribution of tubes is denser near to both
axes and sparser far away from them. Given the smallest dis-
tance between two neighboring sources as D with the value
of 53.84 mm, the spaces between two neighbors of x-ray
sources on each side of the rectangle keep the pace of
3D, 2D, D, D, 2D, 3D from end to end. In a whole scan,
24 x-ray sources will be triggered starting from the vertex
(−323.06, −323.06) one by one, and the x-ray located at
the origin will be activated at last.

2.1.6 Beam sources with a nonuniform rectangle
shape with sparse near axes

The other nonuniform rectangle shape is shown in Fig. 7,
which is a nonuniform rectangle shape distributed by sparse
near axis (RecSNA). In contrast to RecDNA, the beam
sources tend to be sparse when they are approaching the
axes (both X or Y). The smallest distance between two neigh-
boring x-ray sources is D with the value of 53.84 mm. The
spaces between two neighbors of x-ray sources on each side
of the rectangle follow the pace of D, 2D, 3D, 3D, 2D, D
from end to end. In a whole scan, the 24 x-ray sources
will be triggered starting from the vertex (−323.06,
−323.06) one by one, and the x-ray located at the origin
will be activated at last.

2.2 Signal Simulation and Measurement
To compare the resolution property of these configurations,
impulse signal3 and wire signal14 are simulated to generate
projections by applying pixel driven ray-tracing method with
each configuration. In the simulation, a partial pixel interpo-
lation is performed when the forward projection falls into a
noninteger pixel location. Reconstructed results from these
simulated projections are compared along three axes. Line
profiles and modulation transfer functions (MTFs) are evalu-
ated for spatial resolution comparisons. Noise simulation is
performed as well by adding Poisson noise on projections
with an object-free scan. Through assessing standard devia-
tions over reconstructed planes, noise properties for each
source configuration can be measured.

An impulse simulation is implemented with a single
impulse signal shown in Fig. 8 to demonstrate the visibility
and resolution property for each configuration. In addition,
nine impulse signals are also simulated as shown in Fig. 9 to
measure the average MTF on a focus plane, each of the sig-
nals is placed at the center of a grid and all the grids divide
the focus plane into nine equal squares. Moreover, noise-free
wire signal running horizontally (constant x) through the
image space is also simulated. As shown in Fig. 10, the
upper end of the wire is located at (0, −100, 652.80) and
lower end is located at (0, 100, 672.80). The wire
passes through the focus plane at the height of 30 mm
away from the detector. Projection data are collected with
the given beam sources and the wire signal. Spread functions
cross different axes are measured on the reconstructed focus
images.

2.3 ML-EM Reconstruction Method
Due to the highly incomplete sampling rate of tomosynthesis
system, iterative-based methods, such as simultaneous alge-
braic reconstruction technique (SART)15,16 and ML-EM17,18

are usually superior19 to Shannon–Nyquist-based method
such as filtered back projection.20 However, the SART and
the ML-EM may lead to over-fitting to the noisy data.

Fig. 7 The tomosynthesis system with a nonuniform rectangle shape
of beam sources distributed by sparse near axis.

Fig. 8 An impulse signal located on a focus plane at 30 mm away
from the detector.

Fig. 9 Nine impulse signals located on a focus plane at 30 mm away
from the detector.
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Penalized weighted least squares, penalized likelihood (PL),
and precomputed BP-based PL method are strongly pro-
posed in literature.21–26

In our investigations, the ML-EM is applied due to its
implemental flexibility for various geometric configurations.
In the classical model of x-ray imaging, the Poisson distri-
bution of incident photon number dominates the physical
process. Although x-ray detectors are not quanta counters,
Poisson distribution still matches the signal statistics
of mono-energetic x-ray detection.27–29 The probability of

photon number detected along the i-th X-ray is described
mathematically as

PðYi ¼ yiÞ ¼
θyii e

−θi

yi!
;

where Yi is a random variable counting the observed photons
on the detector along i’th x-ray beam; yi is the observation of
Yi; θi is the expectation value of the random variable Yi. In
the classical physical model, θi can be expressed as

θi ¼ die−hu;lii;

where di is the intensity of the incident x-ray beam; u is a
linear attenuation coefficient vector to be estimated, each
component of which is roughly to be equated with the den-
sity of a voxel and the li denotes the vector of the intersection
length between the i’th x-ray and each voxel. The negative
log-likelihood function of all observed photons on the detec-
tor can be written as:

LðuÞ ¼
XM

i

fdie−hu;lii þ yihu; liig þ c;

by the assumption that fYigi∈½1;M� are independent and iden-
tically distributed, where c is constant and M is the number
of x-ray. Through maximizing the objective function, opti-
mal u can be estimated.

Fig. 11 The reconstructed results of impulse signal on the focus plane for the given beam source con-
figurations. (a) The reconstructed result of impulse signal on the focus plane for UniformParal: Lower
contrast and obvious artifacts along the scan direction; (b) the reconstructed result of impulse signal
on the focus plane for ParalDC: Lower contrast and obvious artifacts along the scan direction;
(c) the reconstructed result of impulse signal on the focus plane for ParalSC: Lower contrast and obvious
artifacts along the scan direction; (d) the reconstructed result of impulse signal on the focus plane for
UniformRec: higher contrast and less obvious artifacts; (e) the reconstructed result of impulse signal on
the focus plane for RecDNA: higher contrast and less obvious artifacts; (f) The reconstructed result of
impulse signal on the focus plane for RecSNA: higher contrast and less obvious artifacts.

Fig. 10 A wire signal crosses the focus plane with the upper end point
(0, −100, 692.80-40) and the lower end point (0, 100, 692.80-20).
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In general, to solve the optimization directly is intractable.
But by EM method, a series of surrogate functions are
constructed. The optimal estimation of u for LðuÞ can be
approached monotonically by optimal solutions of surrogate
function QðujuðnÞÞ, each of which is bounded by LðuÞ and
equal with LðuÞ at un.

There are two steps in each iteration of the EM algorithm:
In the E-step, the “complete data” are estimated by calculat-
ing their expectation, given the “incomplete data” y and
the current solution un. In the M-step, the likelihood func-
tion of the “complete data” is maximized, assuming the
estimated “complete data” from the E-step are correct.
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Fig. 12 Line profiles along the X direction crossing the impulse responses.
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Fig. 13 Profiles along the Y direction crossing the impulse responses.
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The log-likelihood function based on expectation of “com-
plete data” is represented by the function QðujuðnÞÞ,

E-step: compute QðujuðnÞÞ using y and uðnÞ

M-step: find uðnþ1Þ ¼ argmaxfQðujuðnÞg.

The iterative solution is given as below:

uðnþ1Þ
j ¼ unj þ

unj
P

ili;jðdie−hun;lii − yiÞP
i
ðli;jhli; uðnÞidie−hun;lii

:
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Fig. 14 Line profiles along the Z direction crossing the impulse responses.
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Fig. 15 Modulation transfer function (MTF) along the Z direction on the Z–X plane crossing the impulse
responses.
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The ML-EM iterative procedure is applied on each dataset
obtained from different configurations and signals with 10
iterations.

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Impulse Response of the Six Beam Source
Configurations in the Tomosynthesis System

Figures 11(a)–11(f) show reconstructed results of a impulse
signal on the focus plane with the six beam configurations.
These results demonstrate that all configurations have the
ability to produce 3-D results. The image contrast between
the object and background with the rectangle shape is
slightly higher than the one with parallel shape. Although

the artifacts along the scanning orientation exist within
the rectangle configurations, they are less obvious than
those within the parallel configurations.

Figure 12 draws the line profiles of the impulse responses
shown above along the x-axis on the X–Y plane. The figure
confirms that rectangle configurations produce better con-
trast and fewer artifacts along the object. For the same
shape, there is no obvious difference among various distri-
butions of density.

Figure 13 reports the line profiles along the Y-direction
crossing the signals. Due to the absence of sources along
this direction, there is no obvious artifact in parallel configu-
rations which also produce a sharper edge along the direc-
tion. That conforms to the conclusion in literature,5–8 which
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Fig. 16 The MTF along the X direction on the X–Y plane crossing the impulse responses.

Fig. 17 The reconstructed results of wire signal on the focus plane for the given image acquisition con-
figurations. (a) The reconstructed result of wire signal on the focus plane for UniformPara: more out-of-
plane texture; (b) the reconstructed result of wire signal on the focus plane for ParalDC: more out-of-plane
texture; (c) the reconstructed result of wire signal on the focus plane for ParalSC: more out-of-plane
texture; (d) the reconstructed result of wire signal on the focus plane for UniformRec: sharper edge
and less out-of-plane texture; (e) the reconstructed result of wire signal on the focus plane for
RecDNA: sharper edge and less out-of-plane texture; (f) the reconstructed result of wire signal on
the focus plane for RecSNA: sharper edge and less out-of-plane texture.
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say a narrow angular coverage can enhance the boundary of
microcalcification. However, 3-D information may be lost as
a result of the absent samplings.

Figure 14 shows the line profiles in the Z-direction along
the signals. The impulse responses with rectangle shapes are
much sharper than those from parallel shapes. For parallel
configurations, the depth resolution of uniform configuration

is worse than that of ParalSC but better than that of ParalDC.
As to the rectangle configurations, the RecSNA provides a
slightly better depth resolution than the other two. Both
UniformRec and RecDNAyield similar results to each other.

To further quantify the z-resolution improvement for rec-
tangle shapes, the MTFs of the impulse response, shown in
Fig. 15, are evaluated in the Z-direction on the Z–X plane. At
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Fig. 18 Line profiles along the X direction crossing the wire responses.
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Fig. 19 Line profiles along the Y direction crossing the wire responses.
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half maximum, one can see that the RecSNA shows the best
z-resolution and all rectangle configurations outperform the
parallel ones, which are consistent with the conclusion from
the line profiles shown in Fig. 14. For instance, compared to
UniformParal, the depth resolution from UniformRec is
improved by almost one-fold.

Since the resolution is spatially dependent, we employ the
average MTF over the nine impulse responses shown in
Fig. 9. Average MTF is calculated by the sum of the subre-
gional MTFs dividing the maximum. Figure 16 shows the
normalized results. One can see parallel configurations
show better X resolution than rectangle ones, that is because
along X-direction, parallel configuration provides denser

samplings. For parallel shapes, uniform density exhibits
slightly worse resolution than sparse center density, which
is because the sparse center source produces best resolution
at edge locations due to the dense sampling above these loca-
tions. Therefore, with respect to average MTF, ParalSC is
slightly better than uniformParal.

3.2 Wire Response of the Six Source Distributions in
the Tomosynthesis System

Figures 17(a)–17(f) show the reconstructed results of wire
signal on transverse plane with the six source configuration.
This plane is 30 mm away from the detector surface. Only
the middle point on this wire is located on the plane. Other
textures are out-of-plane artifacts. It is clear to see that in the
rectangle configurations, the middle points of the wires are
much sharper than those from the parallel configurations.
Moreover, the out-of-plane textures within the rectangle
shapes are suppressed better than those with the parallel
shapes.

Figure 18 shows the line profiles crossing the middle
point of the wires shown in Figs. 17(a)–17(f). The line pro-
files show consistent results presented in Fig. 12, which are
that the rectangle configuration can suppress artifacts better
and provide higher contrast.

Figure 19 draws the line profiles along the Y-direction
intersected with the wire signal on the focus plane. This
figure shows the capability to remove the out-of-plane
blur. Along the line profile, only one point is the on-plane
point of a wire, and others are artifacts shadowed from

Fig. 20 The reconstructed results of wire signals on the X − Z plane
with the given image acquisition configurations. (a) The reconstructed
result of wire signal on the X − Z plane for UniformParal: less sharp
response; (b) the reconstructed result of wire signal on the X − Z
plane for ParalDC: less sharp response; (c) the reconstructed result
of wire signal on the X − Z plane for ParalSC: sharper response;
(d) the reconstructed result of wire signal on the X − Z plane for
UniformRec: sharper response; (e) the reconstructed result of wire
signal on the X − Z plane for RecDNA: sharper response; (f) the
reconstructed result of wire signal on the X − Z plane for RecSNA:
sharper response.

Fig. 21 The reconstructed results of wire signals on Y − Z plane with
the given source configurations. (a) The reconstructed result of wire
signal on the Y − Z plane for UniformParal: less sharp edge; (b) the
reconstructed result of wire signal on the Y − Z plane for ParalDC:
less sharp edge; (c) the reconstructed result of wire signal on the Y −
Z plane for ParalSC: less sharp edge; (d) the reconstructed result of
wire signal on the Y − Z plane for UniformRec: sharp edge; (e) the
reconstructed result of wire signal on the Y − Z plane for RecDNA:
sharper edge; (f) the reconstructed result of wire signal on the
Y − Z plane for RecSNA: sharper edge.
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other planes. Rectangle configurations effectively suppress
the out-of-plane blur and turn out a better resolution in
Y-direction, which is because the presence of sources
along Y-direction can reduce the uncertainty along the
same direction. For the parallel configurations, the ability
to reduce out-of-plane of uniform configuration is better

than that of ParalDC, but worse than that of ParalSC. The
differences among rectangle configurations are not as
obvious as those of parallel configurations.

Figures 20(a)–20(f) present the reconstructed results
in X–Z plane. The signals show sharper edge along the
vertical direction in rectangle configurations and ParalSC.
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Fig. 22 Line profiles along the Z direction crossing the wire response.
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Figure 21(a)–21(f) shows the reconstructed results in Y–Z
plane. In these results, the edge of the wire responses in
the Y–Z plane is presented. It is obvious that the rectangle
configuration provides much sharper edges and higher res-
olution than parallel configurations.

Figure 22 shows the line profiles along the Z-direction
crossing the wire response shown in Fig. 21. As observed
in Figs. 21(a)–21(f), rectangle configurations produce
much higher depth resolution. For parallel configurations,
the depth resolution of uniform configuration is better
than that of ParalDC but worse than that of ParaSC. As
to the rectangle configurations, the RecSNA provides a
slightly better resolution than the other two, whereas both
UniformRec and RecDNA yield similar results.

3.3 Noise Property of the Six Source Distributions in
the Tomosynthesis System

Figure 23 reports the standard deviation on each recon-
structed plane over all source configurations. In general,
rectangle configuration outperforms parallel configuration
in terms of noise suppression. For rectangle configurations,
UniformRec produces less noise than RecDNA, but a
slightly higher noise than RecSNA. As to parallel con-
figurations, ParaSC shows obviously superior noise prop-
erty to the others. ParalDC gives a similar result with
UniformParal.

4 Conclusions
The CNT-based spatially distributed multibeam x-ray tubes
applied in breast tomosynthesis enable the potentials to
improve 3-D image qualities by a wide variety of flexible
beam sources configurations. In this study, we investigated
the sources distributed on a 2-D rectangle plane by com-
puter simulations, and compared the results with a 1-D par-
allel configuration. Some preliminary results have been
presented.

In most cases, rectangle shapes outperform parallel
shapes by providing better Z-direction resolution, enhanced
image contrast, reduced out-of-plane blur and artifacts on
the edge and lower reconstruction noise. However, parallel
configurations show better X-direction resolution due to their
denser samplings along X-direction.

Considering uniform and nonuniform density for the
parallel configurations, ParalSC provides more suppressed
out-of-plane blur and a better depth resolution than the
other two, whereas ParaDC demonstrates better X-Y resolu-
tion. For rectangle configurations, RecSNA yields the best
depth resolution, however, for other aspects, the differences
between various distributions are less obvious.

The benefits from the rectangle configuration may
expand the application from early screening to imaging
guide therapy. Further works need to be done to investi-
gate more parameters for the rectangle configurations,
such as total view angles, projection numbers, or slice-
thickness, to optimize the tomosynthesis system with spa-
tially distributed multibeam source to accommodate more
applications.
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